Fused silica samples were subjected to laser induced shock loading. Laser flux was varied in order to obtain different amounts and characteristics of damage in the samples. Three dimensional damage and fracture maps of two identical samples impacted by high and low laser flux values were obtained using both optical microscopy and X-ray computed micro-tomography. Three prevalent fracture and damage patterns were identified. Peridynamic approach was used to simulate the laser impact conditions on the samples in order to explain the causes of the observed fracture and damage morphologies. A proprietary shock physics code, ESTHER, was used to calculate the transient kinetic energy imparted to the samples based on the experimental laser flux values. The kinetic energy values were then integrated over time and provided target values to match for the peridynamic impact conditions. The main fracture patterns were captured by peridynamic simulations with reasonable quantitative accuracy. Explanations for initiation and propagation of each of the fracture patterns were presented based on the peridynamic dynamic fracture simulations. Limitations of the computational approach and recommendations for future work is provided.
Introduction
Protection against hypervelocity impacts is a major issue in many fields of applications, among which are the spacecraft industry or the high-power laser facilities. Indeed, meteoroids and space debris can impact satellites at several thousands of kilometres per second, possibly damaging key equipment including optics, solar panels and electronics [1] . Comparably, some instruments equipping the Laser Megajoule (France) or the National Ignition Facility (USA) can be hit by numerous shrapnel and high velocity debris originating from the target [2] .
Among the materials potentially subjected to hyper-velocity impact conditions, glasses occupy an important place, as they are widely used in the aforementioned industries. Fused silica (SiO 2 ) in particular is the basis of many of these glasses. However, studying glass behavior under direct projectile impact loading is a difficult task. Among the difficulties is the brittle nature of glass materials leading to fragmentation and pulverization of the sample. Laser-induced shocks can be used as a surrogate to generate the similar loading conditions [3, 4] , but with the advantage of allowing to recover the sample for post-mortem analysis. In both cases, the loading generates a shockwave in the material, followed by an unloading wave (also called rarefaction wave).
Shockwaves can generate permanent densification, which is a wellknown phenomenon in quasi-static loading ( [5, 6] ) but is still an ongoing work under dynamic conditions ( [7, 8] ). Shockwaves can also generate damage, which has different shapes and positions in the shocked specimen depending on the shooting conditions. Some samples were damaged on the front face, others underwent spalling damage on the rear face, and some were also damaged in their bulk. Spalling damage ( [9, 10] ) is caused by the dynamic tension induced inside a sample due to the interaction of the release wave reflected from the free surface with the incident unloading wave. It produces one or several fragments ejected from the free surface. Front-face damage on the other hand is produced by stress gradient on the laser-irradiated zone. Failure waves ( [11, 12] ) can also be observed in some cases of shock-loaded glass. Existing studies on the shock-induced damage in fused silica are mainly about crater formation [13] , failure waves and spalling [14] , but give no insight on the initiation and propagation of damage inside the material.
In order to gain a better understanding of the shock behaviour of fused silica, a series of laser shock experiments were performed using the ELFIE facility of the Laboratoire d'Utilisation des Lasers Intenses (LULI) at the French École Polytechnique. Fused silica samples were ⁎ Corresponding author.
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T subjected to laser induced shock and subsequent damage. The shockwaves from laser impacts induced various types of modifications into the silica samples [15] . Two otherwise identical samples were selected for further computational analyses; one was subjected to higher laser flux and the other to lower. The samples were then characterized using optical microscopy and X-ray computed micro-tomography (called "micro-CT" henceforth) for quantification of fractures and damages. A number of distinct damage modes were identified. Peridynamic (PD) approach [16] - [18] was used to quantitatively analyze the damage initiation and propagation in the samples. Peridynamics is a non-local continuum mechanics approach particularly well-suited for exploration of dynamic fracture problems with complex patterns of multiple cracks [19, 20] . Explanations for multiple distinct failure patterns were provided using the peridynamic simulations.
The manuscript is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the samples, experimental setup, and characterization methods. A brief introduction to the peridynamic approach, the model used and the description of how the laser impact load is approximated are given in Section 3. Experimental observations and simulation results are presented in Section 4. Detailed analyses of different failure modes present in the experiments through peridynamic simulations along with limitations of the current approach are given in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 covers the conclusions and outlook.
Material and methods

Samples
The samples consisted of fused silica (spectrosil®2000) parallelepipeds of approximately 8 × 8 mm 2 and 1.5 to 3 mm thick. Samples were cut using a diamond saw to these dimensions to be compatible with the loading chamber dimensions. All surfaces were polished with diamond disks followed by diamond suspensions down to one micron size particle. A thin layer (10-15 μm thick) of pure aluminium was vapor deposited on the front face of each sample as illustrated in Fig. 1 . The fused silica samples were coated with a thin layer of aluminium for generation of a plasma cloud. During the laser-aluminium interaction, a thin layer of material is ablated into a plasma cloud which expands towards the laser source, generating a shockwave in the silica sample. Compared with other shock-generating methods as plate impact, the benefit of laser impulses is that the shock pressure is only applied to the laser-impacted zone followed by its rapid damping during propagation, which allows to reach high pressures without damaging the glass in a way that it is no more recoverable for postmortem investigation. Two specific samples were chosen for further computational analyses. The identical samples were shocked by a picosecond laser impulse in different flux domains: One was shocked in the high flux domain (6.01 TW/cm 2 , later called "sample HF", and the other in the low flux domain (0.61 TW/cm 2 , later called "sample LF").
Their thicknesses was 1.84 mm.
Experimental setup
A shockwave is formed by the expansion of the plasma generated by a laser-matter interaction. In order to have both as much control and repeatability as possible a thin vapor deposited layer of pure aluminium is used for laser-matter interaction. Laser shots were done at the ELFIE national facility (LULI laboratory, Ecole polytechnique, Palaiseau, France). The ELFIE laser source has the following characteristics: a 1057 nm wavelength energy up to 50 J with an impulse whose half width at mid height is 600 ps, focused on a 1.27 mm diameter spot on the front face of the target. Special care was given to avoid any local over-intensity in the laser spot. The pressure against time loading profile on the front face was assessed from one-dimensional lasermatter simulations with Esther code ( [21, 22] ). The laser shot experiment takes place under UHV vacuum conditions. The samples were recovered from laser shot experiments for post-mortem analyses.
Characterization methods
Optical microscopy was performed using a Keyence VHX 5000 microscope. Micro-CT measurements were conducted with a SkyScan 1173 X-ray to have a complete description of damage in the silica samples impacted by laser. The micro-CT investigation was done with a voxel resolution of 6.5 μm and an angle step of 0.2°. During the scan, the X-ray tube voltage and current were set to 80 kV and 80 μA, respectively. The measurements were executed without any filter, and for each scan a flat field correction was applied. Also, in order to enhance the contrast, the HF sample was submerged in a dye penetrant solution for 24 h in primary vacuum conditions prior to the scan. This penetrant was composed of 15 g of zinc iodide, 2.5 ml of distilled water, 2.5 ml of isopropyl and 2.5 ml of Kodak photo solution. The micro-CT scan images were then reconstructed using the NRecon software and the post-processing was performed with CTvox and Data Viewer.
Computational simulation method: peridynamics
Overview
Traditional mechanical simulation formulations are limited in their approach of damage [19] . Damage in a solid generates discontinuities such as crack faces that are not straight-forward to address under the classical continuum mechanics stress-strain formalism. Current problem under consideration requires a simulation method that can handle a large number of concurrently occurring discontinuities that may grow in complex patterns under dynamic conditions, without prior knowledge of their origins. In these regards, peridynamic formulation is wellsuited for this study, as it is designed to predict damage under dynamic conditions. Therefore peridynamic (PD) approach [16] [17] [18] was used in Fig. 1 . Illustration of the experimental setup and of the generation of a shockwave by means of a laser impulse. The sample is placed in a vacuum chamber in which it is impacted by the laser. A thin layer of aluminium is ablated by the laser impact, forming a plasma cloud that expands towards the laser source. The counter-reaction on the sample generates a very high pressure which in turn generates a shockwave. this study to quantitatively analyze the damage initiation and propagation in laser-shocked silica glass. Peridynamic theory is a non-local reformulation of continuum mechanics using integral forms, which removes the mathematical artifacts of singularities arising from spatial derivatives when geometric discontinuities such as cracks or material interfaces are present in the solution domain. The bond-based implementation of peridynamics is used in this study, as introduced by Silling [16] . A material point interacts with other material points in its vicinity of a finite radius (δ, horizon); not only the nearest neighbors, but also those that are farther are considered in the family that affects the deformation of a material point (Fig. 2) . The mutual influence of material points beyond each other's horizon is considered to diminish. The horizon parameter is an important part of the non-local formulation, allowing a length parameter to be part of the material behavior thus facilitating multi-scale analyses. When the material system under consideration has an underlying heterogeneity such as inclusions or microstructure, the horizon must be sufficiently small such that these features are represented with reasonable accuracy. Additionally, in the absence of material heterogeneity considerations, crack branching during dynamic fracture requires special care for horizon value selection. An extensive discussion on this topic is included in [23] . The equation of motion for a material point x at time t is written in the following form:
where ρ and b denote the mass density and body force vector, respectively. In Eq. (1), H is the neighborhood of point x in which the members of its family, x ′ , are present. The displacement vector field u at point x results from the interaction between the material point x and points x ′ due to the pairwise force state vectors T(x, t; x − x ′ ) and
. Details of the formulation and their relationships to engineering material properties are discussed in great detail in [17, 18] . It is worth noting that the term (x − x ′ ) represents the relative position vector between points x and x ′ . Similarly, a relative displacement vector is calculated in the form of (u ′ − u) in which u ′ is the displacement vector of the point x
′
. Using these definitions, one can define a scalar quantity, termed stretch, between two interacting material points x and x ′ as
which is akin to normal strain in classical continuum theory. The constitutive relationships between the bond force and stretch between material points have been derived for various material models (see [18, 24, 25] among others). As the solution domain is subjected to external stimuli leading to its deformation, forces and stretches between material points arise. In the current work, a linear-flat relationship between the bond force and bond stretch is assumed as illustrated in Fig. 3 . In this material model, bond force and stretch are linearly related to each other up to a certain force value after which the bond cannot carry additional load while able to further deform. The deformation of the bond may continue to a value that leads to the termination of the bond; the stretch value s cr at this state is called the critical stretch. Silling and Askari [26] formulated a relationship between the fracture energy G 0 and bulk modulus K of the material, and its peridynamic critical stretch as
It should be noted that the critical stretch given in Eq. (3) is valid in the general three-dimensional formulation. When the two-dimensional bond-based peridynamic formulation is used, the critical stretch takes the following form (Section 6.1 in [18] ):
Whether three-or two-dimensional formulation is used, the formulae given in Eqs. (3) and (4) are obtained using idealized peridynamic bond breakage configurations, and meant for providing an informed value. Methods for evaluating accurate values of critical stretch in peridynamics is an active research area.
If a bond reaches the flat portion but not the critical stretch, the unloading takes place from its current stretch value following a path parallel to the original loading curve. The input material parameter that decides the force level where the flat portion starts is referred to as, for lack of a better term, yield stress (σ y ) while recognizing that the current material model is not a rigorous implementation of plastic behavior.
The solution domain is discretized into smaller volumes represented by a material point in the center. The current implementation of the bond-based peridynamics uses cubic volumes of the same size in the entire solution domain. As the domain deforms, bonds exceeding the critical stretch value break permanently, which leads to redistribution of forces to the nearby bonds. In turn, those bonds may also break under the added load. During the peridynamic simulation, the number of bonds connected to each material point is monitored at every time step. A scalar parameter, damage, is defined at every material point such that its value is found by the ratio of number of broken bonds to the initial number of bonds at the material point. At the beginning of a simulation, damage value is zero while a value of unity indicates a material point that is disconnected from all of its original family members. This scalar damage parameter is not sufficient for deciding a crack and crack faces are present in the domain. There must be a group of material points having similar damage values in the form of a continuous curve. Once such a continuity is present in the results, the question of what the value of damage should be that describes a crack face arises. In this study, a value of damage greater than 0.4 is assumed to indicate potential sites for a crack faces. The rationale for using a value smaller than 0.5 is as follows: Consider a material point on a crack face. It represents a small cubic volume with its sides equal to the grid spacing. Prior to crack formation, in its pristine state, this point has all of its bonds intact, emanating from it to all the other material points in its family (those points within the sphere with a radius of horizon). Once the deformation and failure of bonds take place, the material point becomes a crack face by most of its bonds on one side (crack side) being broken while the bonds on the other side remaining intact. Because the material point is assumed to be on the crack face, its bonds that are parallel to the crack plane are also likely to be intact. Therefore more than half of the bonds of a material point on the crack face are likely to be intact, which puts the damage value somewhere between 0.4 and 0.5. If a larger damage value (~0.5) is used to qualify for a material point to be on a crack face, the measured crack lengths would be smaller as compared to those of a damage value less than 0.5. It is important to note that this definition of crack face is a post-processing action and that it does not affect the peridynamic solution.
The material points that are disconnected through bond breakage may find themselves on opposing crack faces. This is likely to happen when internal fractures such as those that are the subject of this study are present. The newly formed crack faces must not interpenetrate. In the current implementation, at every time step, the immediate vicinity of each material point is checked for other points that are not connected to the material point under consideration. When this is detected, contact conditions take effect. A contact algorithm (Section 10.1.2 of [18] ) that calculates the dynamic contact force between material points that are not connected by peridynamic bonds has been implemented. When bonds between material points break, those points interact with each other through this contact condition. The contact detection and force calculations are independent of whether the crack is classified as mode I, II or III. However, the contact algorithm does not include friction in the current implementation.
Peridynamic model
Peridynamic simulations of both HF and LF samples were performed by using a 2-D rectangular peridynamic grid of spacing 8 μm with the horizontal dimension of 6 mm and a vertical dimension of 1.824 mm, as sketched in Fig. 4 , resulting in nearly 171,000 material points. A horizon value of 24.12 μm (3.015 times the grid spacing) was selected. For glass materials, the maximum horizon size was suggested by [23] to be within 0.5 mm to 1.5 mm. The physical dimensions of the problem under consideration as well as the fracture-related length parameters characterized in Section 4 are considered to be within length scales where the classical continuum mechanics is valid, as discussed by [23] . This means the grid spacing value in conjunction with the horizon selection, has little effect on the solution. However, the grid spacing value will dictate the smallest crack lengths that can be resolved in the solution. A convergence case study had been performed in the current work to confirm that the main fracture morphologies predicted by a range of grid spacing values were close in size and orientation; the grid spacing size of 8 μm was found to be sufficiently refined while remaining computationally efficient. The material points located on the cylinder's circumferential vertical boundary are constrained from movement in x and y directions while they are free to move up or down.
The rectangular peridynamic domain is entirely comprised of silica glass to match the experimental conditions. In the simulations, mass density of ρ = 2.2 g/cm 3 and bulk modulus of K = 36.3 GPa was used for the silica glass [27] . In this study, the stiffness of the peridynamic bonds are identical under tension and compression. However, the bonds are not allowed to fail under compression; bond breakage occurs only under tension. Although the peridynamic material model that was described in the previous subsection is linear flat, the material behavior for fused silica is specified as linear-only by specifying an arbitrarily large value for yield stress, σ y = 24 GPa, that has no physical meaning. The critical stretch is calculated using Eq. (4) with the fracture energy ranging from 3.7 to 5 J/m 2 as tabulated in [28] . The fracture energy value of 3.76 J/m 2 was found to yield satisfactory results leading to a critical stretch value of s cr = 2.12 × 10 −3 .
Laser shock loading calculations
As shock pressure and particle velocity are linked through the Hugoniot curve [29] , the applied transient velocity was obtained from the laser-matter interaction simulation provided by the Esther code [21, 22] . In order to obtain the transient shock pressure and velocity time curves the interaction between the simulated shockwave and the Al-SiO 2 interface was considered [30] .
The one-dimensional materials A and B shown in Fig. 5 , assumed to be perfectly bonded, are in thermodynamic state 0 (pressure P 0 = 0 and particle velocity u 0 = 0) before laser-matter interaction. After the lasermatter interaction on material A, due to the shockwave propagation, part of material A is in thermodynamic state 1 (shock pressure P 1 and u 1 ), while the rest of the system remains in state 0 as represented in Fig. 5a . When the shock reaches the A-B interface two equilibrium conditions must be satisfied:
Because A and B are different materials having different densities (ρ A and ρ B ) and sound velocities (C A and C B ), they exhibit two different shock impedances (Z A and Z B , Z i = ρ i C i with i = A, B). This may lead to two different scenarios:
• If Z A > Z B then a shock is transmitted in material B and a release wave is reflected in material A.
• If Z A < Z B then a shock is transmitted in material B and another shock is reflected in material A.
In the current study, material A is vapor deposited aluminium, and material B is silica. Impedances of aluminium and silica are 14.84 kg/s/ cm 3 and 12.98 kg/s/cm 3 , respectively, therefore when the initial shockwave interacts with the interface a shock is transmitted in silica and a release wave is reflected in the aluminium.
The pressure and velocity values of the thermodynamic state 2 can be determined by utilizing the Hugoniot curve of each material as shown in Fig. 5b . Note that in Fig. 5b that HF stands for High-Flux and LF stands for Low-Flux. Material A goes from state 1 to state 2 by the reverse Hugoniot curve (H A -). This state 2 also propagates in material B, initially at state 0, by the Hugoniot curve (H B +). State 2 is defined by the intersection of (H A -) and (H B +).
As the Hugoniot curve of silica is known from literature data [31] [32] [33] [34] , from the shock pressures in the aluminium layer computed by the Esther code, transmitted shock pressure in the silica glass samples can be calculated. In the case of HF sample, the shock pressure reached is higher than the values existing in the literature (see Fig. 5b ). Thus Hugoniot curve of the silica was extrapolated using a second degree polynomial in order to estimate the pressure level.
The transient velocity values for both samples HF and LF at the laser impact site were then estimated by Esther code as plotted in Fig. 6 ; each curve represents the material velocity at the impact side of the fused silica in the 1-D approach. The bond-based peridynamic approach utilized in the current work is not suitable to solve a problem involving changes in density, pressure and temperature as governed by equations of state. Therefore, mechanical impact was used as a surrogate mechanism to introduce the laser impact onto the fused silica. This approximation may be considered suitable as laser impulses were already used as surrogate to hypervelocity impacts [4] . The impactor was made of a near-rigid material with a density of ρ = 2.649 g/cm 3 , a yield stress of σ y = 800 MPa, and a bulk modulus of K = 548 GPa. Further, the impactor was not allowed to fail in an effort to minimize the different mechanisms of energy dissipation associated with the impactor; this simplifies for identifying and keeping track of how the energy is partitioned during the impact.
The required impactor velocity in peridynamic simulations was found by utilizing the concept of action [35] in conjunction with the Esther simulations. The action S is defined by
where t is time, L is the Lagrangian, E c is the kinetic energy and E p is the potential energy. The goal is to find mechanical impact conditions that transfers a certain amount of energy, dictated by Esther simulations, over time to the substrate. Therefore, the definition of action given in Eq. (6) is modified to include only the action of the kinetic energy. It is assumed that the particle velocity of the impact face predicted by Esther is uniformly observed across the laser spot. Based on the particle velocity and the duration of the loading, action of the kinetic energy for a single layer of material points underneath the laser spot is found; this quantity is denoted by S Esther HF and S Esther LF for high and low flux laser impact cases, respectively. Peridynamic impact simulations were then performed to match these target action of the kinetic energy values by changing the initial impactor velocities iteratively. In the peridynamic simulations, the kinetic energies of the single layer of material points underneath the laser spot were numerically integrated over time and compared to the target Esther values in each iteration for convergence. The Esther action of kinetic energy values were found to be: S Esther HF = 3.36 × 10 −12 Js and S Esther LF = 2.29 × 10 −13 Js.
A number of impactor shape profiles were tested to obtain those that captured most of the experimental damage pattern; Fig. 7 shows the impactor shapes tested for LF and HF laser impact cases. Uniformly distributed impactors (a cylinder) led to fracture patterns that are not satisfactory. Impactor profile that is comprised of a solid cylinder combined with a ring having a wider radius, shown in Fig. 8a , was found to capture experimental fracture morphologies observed in HF laser impact case. It is hypothesized that densification at the center of impact disperses mechanical energy simultaneously leading to shearing at the edge of the densified region, which in turn facilitates availability of more energy around the edge to propagate and damage the sample. Incorporation of densification in the model is the subject of another study. Similarly, for the LF impact, the impactor shape profile that captures most closely the experimentally observed damage is presented in Fig. 8b . The impactor profiles used in the peridynamic analyses for LF and HF are different. In actuality, the difference between the spatiotemporal distribution of plasma-induced surface pressure might be a significant contributing factor to the differences between the damage morphologies observed in LF and HF samples. In an earlier work [36] plasma images were captured through high speed photography involving different levels of laser intensity. At low laser intensity, a uniformly luminous plasma throughout the impact event was observed while the high intensity laser impact led to uniformly luminous plasma in the early stages of the impact event followed by a clear ring formation later. A few peridynamic impactor profiles were experimented with using these results as suggestions for a starting point leading to the formations HF given in Fig. 8 to be suitable for the problem under Fig. 9 . The three-dimensional pressure distribution at an instance on the surface is shown in Fig. 9a as applied by the peridynamic impactors of Fig. 8a and Fig. 9c . A view of the sketch exposing the half-symmetry plane is included in Fig. 9b for clarity. It should be noted that the peridynamic impactors lead to surface pressure profiles that are varying in time as schematically shown in Fig. 9d . Although not sketched, the pressure distribution due to the peridynamic impactor configuration for the LF sample shown in Fig. 8b can be constructed both in space and time.
Results
Experimental results
The post mortem analysis of the silica samples revealed that the shocked samples displayed a wide variety of damage types on both the front and the rear faces. Some had both the front and back faces shattered while some had damage only on their front face; a few had no damage at all. From this set of different experiments two geometrically nearly-identical samples were selected. The difference between the two tests was the energy level of the laser impact. One of the samples was impacted using high flux domain (6.01 TW/cm 2 , HF sample henceforth) and the other using low flux domain (0.61 TW/cm 2 , LF sample henceforth). Table 1 lists the numerical values of energy flux and thickness for each sample. The HF sample was damaged on both front and rear faces while LF sample was only damaged on the front face as presented in Fig. 10 . The top row of Fig. 10 shows optical microscope images of the front face (Fig. 10a), rear face (Fig. 10b) , magnified rear face (Fig. 10c) , and side view (Fig. 10d) of HF sample. Similarly, the bottom row presents the front (Fig. 10e) and rear (Fig. 10f) face images. The diameter of the damaged areas on the front faces of samples HF (Fig. 10a) and LF (Fig. 10e ) are 1.78 mm and 1.4 mm, respectively. The rear face of sample HF displays heavy spalling damage, with a 2.5 mm diameter circular area of ejected matter (Fig. 10b and c) with a whitened multi-fractured surface. It also has obvious signs of internal damage underneath the surface. There is no visible damage neither on the rear face of LF sample nor internally as the front face damage can be readily observed from the back surface (Fig. 10f) . Table 1 recapitulates the characteristics of both samples HF and LF.
The X-Ray micro-CT scan results for sample HF visualized in 3D from different angles of view in Fig. 11 , starting from a plan view (top left) progressively changing to a side view (bottom right). The morphology presented in Fig. 11 reveals several internal damage modes in a quantifiable clarity that is not possible using optical microscopy. A specific cross-sectional side view is shown in Fig. 12 . Underneath both front and rear face damage zones there are two networks of cracks parallel to the faces, labelled as H-cracks to represent horizontal cracks. There is also a system of vertical and tilted cracks that may or may not connect with each other; which are labelled as V-cracks and T-cracks, respectively. It is likely that what are labelled as the (i) horizontal, (ii) vertical, and (iii) tilted cracks are referred to in literature as (i) lateral, (ii) mode II shear, and. (iii) Hertz cone-like cracks, respectively. Nonetheless, they are labelled as H, V and T cracks throughout this manuscript for clarity. In addition to the fractures through the thickness, the CT-scan showed the presence of radial cracks initiating along the boundary of the column-shaped zone and propagating towards the free side surfaces. In order to quantify the fracture morphology, a total of eight cross-sections of the HF sample have been examined. Fig. 13 shows the top/plan view of the X-ray micro-CT of the sample on the left with the orientations of the cross-sectional side views shown on the right side of the figure. In all of these cross-sectional views the horizontal, vertical and tilted cracks are present. The vertical central axis in all eight planes are identical. Inspection of the cross-sectional side views at eight planes shows the variability and non-uniformity of the 
Peridynamic simulation results
Peridynamic simulations of HF and LF samples were performed using the grid and boundary conditions described in Section 3. The damage contours at the end of simulations for HF sample are presented in Fig. 14 with the corresponding samples of different planes from micro-CT shown earlier in Fig. 13 . The peridynamic simulation captured the V-and T-cracks as well as the rear-face H-cracks. Although a considerable amount of front-face damage is predicted, the morphology of the damage is not a perfect match for the experimentally observed front-face damage. One plausible explanation for the mismatch is that the peridynamic simulation does not take into account the equations of state governing the shock conditions dominant in the immediate vicinity of the laser impact.
The damage contours for LF sample obtained through peridynamic simulation are shown in Fig. 15 . The simulation predicts damage to the front (impacted) face of the sample with no other damage morphology elsewhere, consistent with the experimental observation.
It is important to note that the simulation results are sensitive to the impactor shape profiles used. Although the action of the kinetic energy values for different impactor shape profiles match each other (and also the Esther values as described in Section 3.3), the damage predictions may be drastically different. This is demonstrated in Fig. 16a for HF laser impact case where damage contour map resulting from a slightly different impactor profile is shown; the action of the kinetic energy value is the same as that of Fig. 14 . Similarly for LF laser impact case (Fig. 16b ) the solid cylinder impactor profile generates damage map that includes back face manifestation contrary to Fig. 15 and the experiments. The simulations using the impactor shape profiles in Fig. 7 produced damage predictions with varying differences against the prediction shown in Figs. 14 and 15, which were deemed to be the most closely correlated with the experimental observations. These results underline the need for further experimental characterization of spatiotemporal variation of the surface pressure generated by laser impact.
Predictions against experiments
The experimentally observed and peridynamic predicted fracture morphologies of HF sample presented in Figs. 13 and 14 are similar in terms of general shape. As previously mentioned, V-cracks, T-cracks and rear-face H-cracks are present in both with some differences. The main difference is that the front-face H-cracks are not reproduced by the simulation. Instead the simulated front-face damage is concentrated under the impactors, while some of the material points on the front-face between the impactors are almost intact. This is most likely due to the actual material behavior in the first few micrometers of depth along the front face governed by shock physics equation of state that the simulations do not explicitly model.
In order to quantify the damage and fracture characteristics, the horizontal, vertical and tilted cracks are highlighted in Fig. 17 on the cross-sectional views of micro-CT images presented in Fig. 13 . The specific damage characteristics measured are sketched on Fig. 18 . Definitions of the parameters shown in Fig. 18 are given in Table 2 . Based on these damage characteristics, peridynamic predictions are compared against the experimental measurements as listed in Table 3 . The average experimentally measured horizontal crack radius H1 is 1920 μm with the corresponding peridynamic prediction of 1875 μm. The distance between the two opposing starting points of the vertical cracks near the front, H4, is predicted as 2290 μm as opposed to the average experimental value of 2874 μm. Another important measure is the distance between the two opposing tilted cracks, H6, which is experimentally measured as 1558 μm on average compared to the peridynamic prediction of a range of 1247 − 2376 μm. The percent difference between the experiments and predictions for H1, H4 and H6 are calculated as 2.4%, 20.3% and 34.4%, respectively. When calculating the percent difference that involves a range of a parameter, the arithmetic average of the minimum and maximum values of that parameter is used. Additionally, the rear face damage depth related distances H2 and H5 as well as the horizontal distance travelled by the rear face horizontal crack after it turns towards the free surface, H3, exhibit greater differences between the experiments and simulations. These distances are small compared to the other distances measured (H1, H4 and H6) therefore the differences between the experiments and simulations lead to higher percent difference values. Finally, there are two characteristic angles of interest measured between the vertical axis and (i) the vertical cracks (V1), and (ii) the tilted cracks (T1) as indicated in Fig. 18 . The percent difference between the experiments and the simulations for V1 and T1 are calculated to be 33.9% and 18.3%, respectively.
The fracture paths identified in Fig. 17 in the eight vertical planes are combined and plotted on top of each other, shown in Fig. 19a , to establish the variability of the damage morphologies observed. In addition, the peridynamic predicted fracture paths are plotted in dark on top of the experimentally observed fracture paths plotted in lighter grey in Fig. 19b .
In the case of the LF sample, in both the experiment and simulation, the only damaged zone is located on the front-face, directly under the impact. The diameter is measured in experiment as 1400 μm as compared to the prediction by the peridynamic simulation as 1120 μm, leading to 25% difference.
The peridynamic approach was able to capture the majority of the experimentally observed damage morphologies qualitatively. The spalled region, the V-cracks, T-cracks and rear-face H-cracks of the HF shot were present, as well as the surface damage zone on the LF sample. In addition, the order of magnitudes of the characteristic dimensions are close to each other. Considering the complexity of the multi-mode damage manifestation in the sample, irregular sample geometry, and uncertainties involved in quantitative understanding of the energy imparted on the sample by the laser plasma explosion, the peridynamic predictions are satisfactory. Simulations of other samples tested under conditions different than the current HF and LF would improve the knowledge and understanding of the laser-matter interaction and subsequent damage initiation and propagation.
Discussion
Simulations performed using the peridynamic approach provide data for convenient visualisation of the wave propagation and of the damage extent in the grid at multiple time steps. In the following subsections, the shockwaves are visualized by plotting the contours of horizontal (x 1 ) and vertical (x 3 ) velocity components in combination with the damage contours. These velocity and damage overlapping plots allow exploration of how the propagation of the waves is correlated with the initiation and propagation of H-, V-and T-cracks.
The generation of the front-face damage on the simulation of LF sample happens during the impact. The shockwaves that are formed at this moment reach the rear-face, but their reflection do not generate rear-face damage observed in the HF simulation. Therefore, only the HF sample results are analyzed in the following subsections. 
Initiation of vertical cracks (V-cracks)
Series of plots given in Fig. 20 show damage and x 3 vertical velocity contours under the ring impactor immediately after the beginning of the impact event. The cracks initiate near the edges of the impactor due to shearing in the vertical direction, and propagate downwards. As the elastic waves from multiple contact points between the impactor and the target intersect, a complex system of fractures with a vertical symmetry plane appears directly underneath the impactor. Once the elastic waves initiated by the cylindrical impactor at the center of the top surface arrive and intersect with the existing crack system, a single prominent V-crack appears and propagates downwards. The initial propagation of the V-crack stops approximately 280 ns after the impact.
Initiation of horizontal cracks (H-cracks)
When the initial shockwave hits the rear-face, damage starts to appear underneath the rear surface. Shock theory [29] states that the interaction between the reflected wave and the incident release wave generates tension, which can itself create spalling. The rear-face fracture that appears on the simulation immediately after the reflection of the shockwave is therefore most likely due to this phenomenon. But, as 
Table 2
Descriptions of the parameters defined in Fig. 18 .
Parameter Description
H1
Radius of the rear face horizontal cracks.
H2
Depth of the rear face horizontal crack measured from the rear face surface.
H3
Horizontal distance between rear face horizontal crack turning point and its intersection with the rear face.
H4
Distance between the two opposing starting points of the vertical cracks near the front (impacted) face.
H5
Depth of the rear face spalled region measured from the rear face surface.
H6
Distance between the two opposing tilted cracks.
V1
The angle between the vertical cracks and the vertical axis measured near the front (impact) face.
T1
The angle between the tilted cracks and the horizontal axis measured near the rear face.
Table 3
Quantified fracture characteristics of HF sample observed in the experiment and corresponding simulation predictions. Definitions of the parameters are given in Fig. 18 along with their descriptions in 3 The H6 value in the simulation varies between the V-cracks (lower) and the T-cracks (higher).
seen in Fig. 21 , after the initial clear spall fracture, a network of thinner cracks appear above it, which are also due to the tension caused by the crossing of the waves. These additional cracks are the H-cracks that slowly grow into those earlier seen in Fig. 14.
Initiation of tilted cracks (T-cracks)
Peridynamic simulations indicate that the T-cracks are extensions of the horizontal cracks (H-cracks). Their initiation points are located at the horizontal extremities of the H-cracks. Fig. 22a shows contours of horizontal (x 1 ) velocity and damage, plotted on top of each other, at 761 ns, marking the beginning of the T-crack initiation. Observation of the wave propagation prior to initiation helps identifying the mechanism leading to T-cracks curving up; Fig. 22b shows the snapshots of x 1 velocity and damage contours at 533, 663, 694, 728, 761 and 793 ns. These cracks appear when two specific waves cross each other: the shockwave initiated on the far right end of the ring-impactor and reflected on the side, and the release wave initiated on the edge of the central cylindrical impactor (as shown in Fig. 22a) ). The wave reflection pattern at the V-crack initiation time makes it difficult to see the intersection of individual waves clearly. In order to verify this hypothesis, the locations of the aforementioned shock and release wave fronts originating at different locations were quantified.
The velocities of these waves were measured in the simulation. The shockwave front travels at C s = 5.16 km/s, and the release wave front at C r = 3.07 km/s. In order for the two waves to meet at the V-crack initiation site, they have to cover the distances indicated by arrows in Fig. 22a . These distances were found to be L s = 3.581 μm ± 0.027 (shockwave initiated on the far end of the ring-impactor and reflected on the side) and L r = 2.080 ± 0.018 μm (the release wave initiated on the edge of the cylindrical impactor). Based on the measured distances and wave velocities, the predicted times for the waves to arrive at the initiation site were found to be Δt s = 0.694 ± 0.005 μs for the shock wave to cover the distance L s , and Δt r = 0.678 ± 0.006 μs for the release wave to cover L r . These numbers are compared to the times between the impact and the moment when the T-cracks start curving up in the peridynamic simulations, which are observed to be Δt s, PD = 0.705 ± 0.010 μs for the shockwave, and Δt r, PD = 0.686 ± 0.010 μs for the release wave. The difference between the time to Tcrack initiation based on the velocity/distance relationship for the shock and release waves and the actual predicted value are within their uncertainty ranges.
Propagation of vertical and tilted cracks
The mechanisms described in Subsections 5.1 and 5.3 are only associated with the initiation of the vertical and tilted cracks. Indeed, the simulation shows that their growth rate is not constant. Instead their growth happens in bursts, with periods when their length is constant and periods when they propagate.
As illustrated in Fig. 23a , the V-cracks end their initial extension from t = 280 ns after impact until t = 1424 ns. A growth step is between t = 1424 ns and 1567 ns, after which their growth stops again. The behaviour of the T-cracks follows a similar pattern. Their initial growth stops at t = 793 ns after impact, until t = 923 ns. At this moment they start growing at a steady rate until t = 1242 ns. This is illustrated in Fig. 23b . After the latest times shown in Fig. 23 , the wave reflection patterns become highly complicated preventing clear association of individual waves and crack propagation steps. But this progression in bursts indicate that the growths of vertical and tilted cracks are due to the meeting of lingering reflected waves. Because of the several cracks and the two-dimensional effects, there are numerous waves propagating in the material. It is hypothesized that meeting of lingering waves in certain directional configurations in the vicinity of an existing crack tip may create favourable conditions for propagation of the V and T-cracks. . Time series of a V-crack under the ring-impactor during its initiation. In these plots, the damage parameter is superimposed to the x 3 velocity of the material points. The indicated time is counted after the impact. Although velocities and damage are displayed using the same LUT the former appears as a half tone background while the damage and notably cracks do appear as a bright blue-green localized contrast, which makes them distinguishable. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Conclusion
The mechanisms suggested by the peridynamics simulations give a possible scenario for the generation of the V-cracks, T-cracks and rearface H-cracks. De Rességuier [37] also observed T-cracks and rear-face H-cracks in soda-lime glass shocked by laser impulse. The H-crack initiation mechanism suggested by [37] relates to the spalling phenomenon in glass. Spalling happens when the release waves 1 and 1′ in Fig. 24 cross each other at the x r position and generate tension stress superior to the spall stress σ r for a specific time Δt r , as represented on the diagrams of Fig. 24 . When fracture occurs, the compression waves 2 and 2′ are formed, moving at the speed C L , and "relax" the tension stresses. In metals these waves are faster than the release waves, and therefore spalling damage is limited to the surrounding of x r (Fig. 24) . But in glasses, the velocity of waves 1 and 1′ presented in [37] is close to the sound speed C L , so relaxation is more progressive. The entire grey area of Fig. 24 is then subjected to an almost identical traction history.
This causes multiple cracking in this zone, and the generation of new compression waves that gradually relax the stresses.
This explanation is in accordance with the peridynamics simulation. Indeed, the H-cracks appear when the initial shockwave interacts with the rear-face. The theory presented in [37] and the simulation show the same phenomena at the same moment.
De Rességuier [37] also proposed an explanation for T-cracks, based on the "crack-branching" phenomenon. It is characteristic of brittle materials, and happens when the propagation speed reaches the maximum limit. If the traction stress continues to increase, then the crack separates in two secondary cracks, as illustrated in Fig. 25 . They propagate at a lower speed and with a different angle as compared to the initial direction of the crack.
There is indeed a secondary crack in the CT-scan and on the final peridynamic damage that has approximately the same origin point than the T-cracks. But in the crack-branching phenomena the two secondary cracks appear simultaneously. Yet, in Fig. 23b , it can be clearly seen Fig. 21 . Initiation of the rear-face H-cracks in the simulation. The damage parameter is superimposed to the x 3 velocity of the material points to see the shockwave. The shockwave front is clearly seen on the top plot, and the damage starts appearing on the middle plot (377 ns); the indicated time is counted after the impact. that the T-crack appears before the secondary crack. It should be noted that the explanations proposed by De Rességuier in [37] regarding crack branching refer to idealized situations where an already existing crack perpendicular to the direction of a monotonic and persistent loading branches. By the time T-cracks evolve from the H-cracks in the peridynamic simulations, the wave landscape is highly complex and transient, which is likely the case in-situ. While De Rességuier [37] provides valuable insight under highly idealized configurations, its direct quantitative application to the problem under consideration may be questionable. Further, in [37] , De Rességuier did not observe extensive front-face damage in laser-impacted soda-lime glass. In his work, the front-face damage is limited to the irradiated surface and a very thin layer under it. This is different from the current observations in silica glass, where the front-face manifests damage even under low flux impulses.
Presence of failure waves was not encountered in experiments or in peridynamics simulations in the current work. According to Brar et al [38] failure waves are specific waves that propagate in a stressed brittle Fig. 23 . Illustration of the non-constant growth rate of the V-cracks (a) and the T-cracks (b). The damage parameter is superimposed to the x 1 velocity of the material points to enhance the traction on the horizontal axis. All times are counted after the impact. Fig. 24 . Schematic representation of the spalling phenomenon (a) in metallic materials and (b) in glass-type materials according to [37] . material, where the material is intact ahead of the wave and comminuted behind it. They are slower than the shockwave (as illustrated in Fig. 26 ). Kanel et al ( [12, 39] ) studied this phenomenon and compared it to a detonation wave. But their exact origin and nature are unknown, and are subject to debate. As none of the shocked samples was recovered in a pulverised state it is certain that this phenomenon was not observed in the present study.
Overall, the 2-D peridynamics simulation is in good agreement with the experimental results found in this study and in [37] . It revealed that the origin of some of the internal damage (the H-cracks) are caused by the initial shockwave propagation and to the brittleness of the material. On the other hand, the T-cracks are caused by wave reflections on the sides, and are therefore linked to the geometry of the target. Therefore, according to the peridynamic simulations, targets larger than the ones used in this study may have T-cracks with different geometric characteristics or may not be present at all. This is the subject of future testing.
The peridynamic implementation used in this study has a number of limitations. First, the temperature effects present in shock events are not represented in the current peridynamic analyses. In addition, rate sensitivity of the material properties including critical stretch is not taken into account. Finally, in the current study, a material is defined by its density, bulk modulus, yield stress and critical stretch. Although some work has been performed in the area of implementation of equations of state in peridynamics [40] , current work does not include such formulation. As a result, densification of the silica under shock loading is not represented in the model.
The representation of laser impact loading conditions in a mechanical simulation remains an open question. In the current work, laser conditions (power, spot size, duration) are used in a 1-D shock physics code to predict the impact surface particle velocity variation. Peridynamic approach was used to provide possible explanations on the specific mechanisms at play in initiation and propagation of different fracture modes. While maintaining relationship with the 1-D shock physics predictions, 2-D peridynamic simulations were able to capture most fracture morphologies observed in the experiments qualitatively, and to a certain degree quantitatively. In order to increase the fidelity of peridynamic approach in its application to laser impact damage problems, a number of additional items should be considered: (1) Insitu measurement of surface velocities, both the impact and free surfaces if possible, (2) exploration of surface pressure distribution, both in space and in time, during the laser impact, (3) implementation of equation of state behaviour for silica in peridynamic framework in order to be able to take into account the densification behavior, (4) incorporation of rate sensitivity of critical stretch and thermal effects in the peridynamic simulations, and (5) performing peridynamic simulations of silica samples impacted under different laser conditions. Fig. 25 . Illustration of the crack-branching phenomenon, which occurs in brittle materials submitted to very high tension stresses. The crack starts on the left edge, and propagates towards the right. It then separates when its propagation velocity reaches a certain limit. Fig. 26 . Distance-time diagram (taken from [38] ) illustrating the way a failure wave propagates and impacts the other waves in the material.
